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Al Qaeda might be a secret organization, but it kept meticulous records. For the first time ever,
those records are being made available to the public. "Beatings and Bureaucracy: The Founding
Memos of Al Qaeda" is a history of the creation of Al Qaeda in the words of its members.
Included are detailed notes from the 1988 meetings in which Osama bin Laden laid out his
vision for the terrorist organization, as well as letters to and from bin Laden and other significant
jihadist figures. These documents chronicle a critical period in Al Qaeda's history and are
arguably even more important than the material found by U.S. forces in Abbotabad, Pakistan,
when bin Laden was finally killed. Compiled and edited by J.M. Berger, author of "Jihad Joe:
Americans Who Go to War in the Name of Islam" and editor of Intelwire, this collection is a
important and fascinating reference for anyone interested in the War on Terror.
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Berger IntroductionAfter September 11, investigators raided the Sarajevo office of an Al Qaeda-
linked charity in known as the Benevolence International Foundation. The computers they seized
contained an incredible treasure – a series of scanned pages in Arabic that represent the
earliest records of the founding of Al Qaeda, the start of its operations, and its relationship to the
Services Office of Abdullah Azzam, the founding father of the foreign fighter movement that
fought the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.These records included accounts of the first meetings in
1988 that provided Al Qaeda with its name and mission, as well as letters to and from Osama
bin Laden, financial account books, and daily reports on a training camp run by a bin Laden ally
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.Thousands of pages of primary source material were recovered from the
computer, and almost none of this material has ever been published before now.The pages that
follow offer a window into the formation of Al Qaeda and the strained relationship between bin
Laden and his mentor, Azzam, who was assassinated in 1989. The records are at once colorful
and mundane. They include seemingly interminable memos on procedure as well as colorful
accounts of the sometimes violent conflicts between followers of bin Laden and Al Qaeda and
the old guard led by Abdullah Azzam, and a status report from an Afghanistan training camp
where half the trainees ran away on the first night.In any case, the documents offer a unique
window onto how Al Qaeda came to be and definitively refute those who claim that there was no
organization called Al Qaeda until the mid-1990s. Several key records, including notes from the
actual meeting at which Al Qaeda was officially created, were written by an American, Mohamed
Loay Bayazid. The documents also offer insight into the relationship of Saudi charities to
Abdullah Azzam as well as to the budding Al Qaeda.I have included the records with minimal
analysis. This collection is only a small sample of the available material. If there’s enough interest
to support the cost of translating and analyzing the remaining documents, I hope to publish
future editions which include more context and explanation of the events as they are depicted
here.These records are based on translations done by the Justice Department. Idiosyncratic



spellings, typos, sentence fragments and punctuation have, for the most part, been maintained
from the originals. Italics generally indicate translator’s notes. Each record contains a finding aid.
Scholars interested in doing their own translations of the source material can contact me at
berger@egoplex.com to discuss their request. Include the finding aid numbers when e-mailing.--
J.M. BergerSelected Characters and GroupsAbdel Majeed ZindaniA Yemeni cleric currently
active in Yemen politics under the flag of the Islah party.Abdullah AzzamFounder of Maktab Al
Khadamat (The Services Office) and father of the Arab jihad against the Soviet Union.Abu Al
RidaMohammed Loay Bayazid, an American citizen who was present for the founding of Al
Qaeda.Abu QaaQaaAn alias for Osama bin Laden.Dr. FadlSayyed Imam Al-Sharif, a prominent
Egyptian Islamist and jihadist ideologues.Gulbuddin HekmatyarAn Afghan mujahideen leader
allied with Osama bin Laden. Leader of Hezb-e Islami.Hezb-e-IslamiAn Afghan political party
and mujahideen network led by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.International Islamic Relief OrganizationA
Saudi charity under the Muslim World League with ties to Al Qaeda.Muslim World LeagueA
Saudi-government controlled charitable and educational foundation with branches around the
world that seeks to advance the cause of Islam.Red CrescentThe Muslim equivalent of the Red
Cross. Sometimes referred to simply as The Crescent.Saudi Benevolence
CommitteePredecessor to the Benevolence International Foundation, a charity used by Al
Qaeda to finance its activities and conceal its logistics.Wael JelaidanA close associate of
Osama bin Laden and an alleged Al Qaeda financier. Abu Ubaidah Al-BanjsheeriA member of
the Egyptian Islamic Jihad who became a founding member and military commander in Al
Qaeda.Abu Hafs Al-MasriAlso known as Mohammed Atef, a founder and later a key military
commander in Al Qaeda.Maktab Al-Khadamat“The Services Office,” the organization headed by
Abdullah Azzam which managed foreign fighter issues during the jihad against the Soviets.Al-
Jamaa Al-IslamiyyaAn Egyptian Islamist terrorist group led by Omar Abdel Rahman.Abu
Mahmoud Al SuriEnaam Arnaout, an early member of Al Qaeda who later moved to the United
States and headed the Benevolence International Foundation.Founding of Al Qaeda, Aug. 11,
1988Finding aid: Tareekh Osama 122 - 123 8/11/1988Between Abu Al Ridha and the Sheikh, a
discussion regarding the establishment of the new military work group.
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